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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 

Complete Alien Periodic Table: 

• This assignment must be turned in today and will be treated like a group quiz

• This assignment will be graded for accuracy

• Phones must be put away – anyone using a phone will receive a 0

• Students may work together within their groups only

15 MINUTE TIME LIMIT
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 

Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of matter 

supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the universe and 

everything in it.

Learning scale:

Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the end of class, use 

the 4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three sentences).

Homework: none

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 

conservation of matter 

and the law of 

conservation of energy

Describe the Big Bang 

as expansion of the 

universe.

Apply the law of 

conservation of matter 

the universe as an 

expanding system that 

converts but does not 

create matter and 

energy. 

Apply data and further 

concepts of scientific 

research to show that 

matter in the universe 

is moving further apart.
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Step 1: View the Kahn Academy Film and answer the questions below.

1. How many valence electron do elements in Group 1 have?

2. What is the maximum number of electrons that fit in the first orbital?

3. What is the maximum number of electron that fit in the second orbital?

4. How many valance electrons does silicon have?

5. How many valance electrons does fluorine have?

6. Why will silicon tetrafluoride have 32 valance electrons?

7. Why is silicon the central atom in the silicon tetrafluoride molecule?

8. Draw the Lewis Dot Structure for silicon tetrafluoride

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Step 1: View the Kahn Academy Film and answer the questions below.

9. What is the total number of valance electrons in the element CH2O?

10. Draw the Lewis Dot Structure for CH2O

11. Why is carbon the central atom in the CH2O molecule?

12. What is the total number of valance electrons in the element XeF5

13. Draw the Lewis Dot Structure for XeF5

14. Why is xenon the central atom in the XeF5 molecule?

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Step 2: Use your periodic table to answer the following questions. 

1. Chlorine has ________ valence electrons. 

2. Three atoms that have eight valence electrons are __________, __________, and 

___________. 

3. Each of the atoms in alkali earth metal family (group 2) has _____ valence electrons. 

4. Sodium has _______ valence electrons, and bismuth has ________ valence electrons. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Carbon Magnesium Tin Fluorine Oxygen Lithium Neon

Radon Calcium Radium Gallium Silicon Iodine Aluminum

Step 3: Write the electron dot (Lewis) diagrams for the following.

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Warm up: Review steps to drawing Lewis 

dot molecular structures

Find the total number of valance electrons 

1. Determine the least electronegative atom: 

electronegativity values tend to increase as 

moving to the right and up the periodic 

table

2. Find the total number of valance electrons 

3. Draw the bond around the central atom 

and subtract the electrons used from the 

total

4. Assign the left over electrons the to 

terminal atoms and subtract the elections 

used from the total

5. Assign extra electrons to the central atom 

as valance electrons or to create double 

bonds in order to satisfy the octet rule 
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Formula Name Lewis Dot Elements Lewis Dot Molecules

H2 Hydrogen gas

Cl2 Chlorine gas

N2 Nitrogen gas

O2 Oxygen gas

NH3 Ammonia

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Check Lewis dot structures

Kahn Academy Link: 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures

Formula Name Lewis Dot Elements Lewis Dot Molecules

C2H2 Acetylene

CS2 Carbon disulfide

HF Hydrogen fluoride

H2S Hydrogen sulfide

NI3 Nitrogen triiodide

H2Se Dihydrogen selenide

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/chemistry/chemical-bonds/copy-of-dot-structures/v/drawing-dot-structures
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of 
matter supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the 

universe and everything in it. 
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Additional Lewis Dot Structure practice

Complete the Lewis Dot structures for 

1. BeF2

2. BCl3

3. CCl4

4. PBr3

5. C2H4

Return Quizzes 24 and 25

Corrections are due on Friday


